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QUESTION 1

What is the most common use case for an Appian application? 

A. A reporting tool that uses complex aggregation across different systems. 

B. A workflow that requires extensive database data extraction, transformation, and loading. 

C. A workflow for multiple groups that needs to be accelerated while reducing mistakes. 

D. A backend process that requires management and no user interaction. 

Correct Answer: C 

Appian is a low-code platform that allows users to build applications quickly and efficiently. It is often used to build
applications that automate and streamline business processes, such as workflows that involve multiple groups or
departments. 

 

QUESTION 2

An organization has data spread across multiple platforms outside of Appian. They want to create an Appian application
to leverage this data. Which record type data source should they use? 

A. Web Service 

B. Database 

C. Salesforce 

D. Process 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

A record type is using a process as its data source. Which statement is true? 

A. Archived process instances are accessible with process-backed records. 

B. The record has access to current values of process variables within process instances. 

C. Process-backed records derive information from a data store entity. 

D. Process-backed records can only access process variable values when a process instance completes. 

Correct Answer: B 

https://docs.appian.com/suite/help/23.1/configure-record-data-source.html#process-model 

 



QUESTION 4

Which function allows you to trigger a process on interface reevaluation and remain on the same interface after the
process starts? 

A. a!startProcess 

B. a!dynamicProcess 

C. a!processTaskLink 

D. a!startProcessLink 

Correct Answer: A 

https://docs.appian.com/suite/help/23.1/Ways_to_Start_a_Process_From_a_Process.html 

 

QUESTION 5

What is a way to start a process from an interface? 

A. Start Process Smart Service 

B. Process Start Event 

C. Process Messaging 

D. Start Process Link 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 6

A client requested a feature that is exceptionally specific and uncommon. 

You begin by gathering research to help determine how such a feature could be implemented, but no documentation is
available. 

What should you do next? 

A. Create a Support Case. 

B. Check The Appian Academy. 

C. Review the Appian Playbook. 

D. Ask the Appian Community. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7



In addition to initiating the process model, what other permission is required to execute the Write to Data Store Entity
smart service? 

A. Viewer permission to the data store 

B. Viewer permission to a constant that points to the data store entity 

C. Admin permission to the CDT 

D. Editor permission to the record 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

You need to edit data in a table. You ate currently using the following statement: 

INSERT INTO product (productId, productName) VALUES (3, "App1e"); 

What is the issue? 

A. You should be using an UPDATE statement. 

B. You forgot the WHERE clause in your statement. 

C. You should be using a CREATE statement. 

D. You should be using an EDIT statement. 

Correct Answer: A 

CREATE TABLE table_name ( 

column1 datatype, 

column2 datatype, 

); 

 

QUESTION 9

You are creating a new interface. You need to arrange the primary, top-level contents of the interface across the width
of the page. According to best practices, which layout should be used in order to accomplish this? 

A. Columns 

B. Card 

C. Side by Side Layout 

D. Section 

Correct Answer: A 



 

QUESTION 10

You need to query some data from the database using more than one filter. Which parameter for a!query() should you
use to define your filters? 

A. filter 

B. logicalExpression 

C. aggregation 

D. selection 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 11

What is a Foreign Key? 

A. The key that cannot be used in any other table. 

B. The key that joins two tables together. 

C. The key that uniquely identifies a record. 

D. The key that uniquely identifies a record when joined with another column. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 12

Which three objects can be a valid page in a Site? (Choose three.) 

A. Data store 

B. Report 

C. News Feed 

D. Process models with a start form 

E. Record type 

Correct Answer: BCE 
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